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Common practice

Which?
Why this?
How?
What reason?



Module leader: 
How much of the Reading List are 
students meant to have read by the 
end of the module?

Students: 
How much of the Reading List do 
you think you are meant to have 
read by the end of the module?

Biology module 100% 40%

Built environment module 40% 90%

Education module 40% 40%

Brookes experience (unpublished)



Reading List literature

Tutors regard reading lists as 
a starting point and expect 
students to read an 
extensive number and range 
of resources where the 
reading is part of a process 
or journey of discovery

Students’ actual behaviour is 
instrumental, 
assessment-driven, and 
focussed on a minimal 
number of resources. 
Students feel use of reading 
lists by teaching staff to be 
inconsistent and either too 
long or lacking sufficient 
guidance

(Stokes and Martin, 2008; 

Barnett et al, 2012; Franklin, 
2012; Brewerton, 2014; 
Siddall and Rose, 2014; 
Vickers et al, 2016; McGuinn 
et al, 2017)



Does it matter?

● Academic and library staff time 
for creation, administration, and 
resourcing of reading lists

● % of library budget spent on 
reading lists resources

● Common practice not help / 
inhibit student learning?



Constructive Alignment

(Biggs and Tang, 2011)

What is the student activity?



Oxford Brookes project

Worked with 7 module leaders 

Redesigned modules as Constructively Aligned activities 
(success = continuation of new design)

Drew upon experience of further 3 module leaders

Distilling results (including lessons from unsuccessful 
attempts) into guide for module leaders



Best practice

1. Organise
2. Annotate
3. Link
4. Engage
5. Flip

Explain / Discuss / Apply



Guide for module 
leaders coming 
soon...
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